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When the purple ball saw the silver dragon being bullied, it trembled and struggled non-stop. When the 

spirits saw that, they could not help but laugh sharply. ‘You little weakling, you still want us to 

acknowledge you as our master? Ptooey! We’ll play with you until you die!’ 

 

The purple ball rolled toward the weapon spirits, wanting to save the silver dragon and the ball of yarn. 

 

The spirits that saw Yun Chujiu’s primordial spirit even dared to go over, they laughed arrogantly. 

Although they could not kill their master, they could tease it. 

 

They kicked the small purple ball around and continued to bite the little silver dragon and the ball of 

wool in front of it. 

 

The little black bird and the others wanted to help but could not. The spiritual sense of the demon 

beasts was different from the spiritual sense of the weapons. Their primordial spirits were in their own 

bodies, it was just that they were connected to Yun Chujiu through a spiritual sense. 

 

The purple ball was filled with anger and dissatisfaction. This was her sea of consciousness. Why were 

these little b*stards showing off in her territory?! She wanted to become stronger! She wanted to 

become stronger! 

 

Just as Fu Ao and the other three were anxiously surrounding Yun Chujiu, they saw Yun Chujiu suddenly 

sit up. Her eyes were filled with purple lightning. 

 

Fu Ao and the other three were almost scared to the ground. Oh my God, what happened to this little 

girl? Did she turn into a corpse? Ah, no. She was not dead yet! 

 

However, how could a normal person have lightning in their eyes?! And it was purple lightning?! 

 



Yun Chujiu sat down cross-legged and began to cultivate. 

 

Fu Ao and the other three were dumbfounded. What was going on? Was she not dead just a moment 

ago? Why did she start to cultivate now? 

 

Fu Ao was a little more careful. He thought for a moment and came to a sudden realization. “This little 

girl probably wants to break through forcefully and strengthen her primordial spirit to intimidate those 

weapon spirits.” 

 

Zhu Hao shouted at the top of his voice, “What?! Isn’t this nonsense?! How could there be so much 

thunder spirit energy in this sword tomb for her to breakthrough? Moreover, even if she can, there’s no 

guarantee that her primordial spirit can advance to human form. Some fifth level spirit emperors can’t 

even get their primordial spirit transformed into human form, let alone this little girl who is only at the 

fifth level of the Spirit Cultivator realm. Even if she tries her best to advance, where can she advance 

to?!” 

 

“Fifth level Spirit Cultivator realm? Zhu Hao, do you have a brain?! How can this little girl possibly be at 

that level? She’s at least at the first level of the Spirit Emperor realm,” Lv Ji said with a pout. 

 

“Even if she’s at the first level of the Spirit Emperor realm, how can she suddenly advance to the fifth 

level? Moreover, even if she can really advance to the fifth level, there’s no guarantee that her 

primordial spirit can transform into a human form,” Zhu Hao argued unwillingly. 

 

“It’s hard to say. Hasn’t this little girl surprised us enough? Maybe she can cultivate her primordial spirit 

into a human form before reaching the fifth level of the Spirit Emperor realm?” Ji Lu thought for a 

moment and said. 

 

The other three people felt that it made sense. This little girl was indeed different from ordinary people. 

Did ordinary people have the courage to negotiate with remnant souls like them? Could ordinary people 

use a stratagem to exhaust their spiritual power? Could ordinary people have purple lightning in their 

eyes? 

 



“In that case, let’s wait and see! Let’s be vigilant and prevent cracks from appearing on the ground. We’ll 

be ready to take the little girl away at any time,” Fu Ao said to the other three. 

 

Zhu Hao and the other two nodded and began to help Yun Chujiu to protect her in case the ground 

suddenly cracked. 

 

Fifteen minutes, an hour, and two hours later, small purple lightning crackled around Yun Chujiu’s body 

and surrounded her. 

 

Fu Ao and the others were all dumbfounded! 

 

Damn, this Heavenly Thunder Root Spirit was indeed different from the others. They had lived for tens 

of thousands of years and had never seen such a strange advancement scene! 

 

However, did the advancement succeed or not? Did her primordial spirit really turn into a human form 

as she wished? 

 


